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Veski Ltd. was established in 1990. in Zagreb. our field of expertise is vibration diagnostics and analysis, consulting 
services regarding dynamics and stress calculations (Fem) and measurements. our quality assurance is based on the 
knowledge and long term experience of our employees. We are one of the leading regional companies in the field 
of diagnostics and vibration measurement, signal analysis, design, creation and installation of in-house solutions for 
monitoring systems as well as the vibration protection systems.

We are actively involved in the research and development of new solutions and products. in that effect, our compa-
ny is a member of research associations such as iFtomm (international Federation for the theory of machines and 
mechanisms), Hdm (croatian society of mechanics), and the croatian ciGre branch. We are involved in an active 
cooperative agreements with leading technical and scientific establishments in croatia such as Fsb ‡ Zagreb (Faculty 
of engineering and shipbuilding), Fer ‡ Zagreb (Faculty of electrical engineering and computing), and Fesb ‡ split, 
and are part of numerous scientific projects. We are the leading partner of the first development and innovation 
cluster in croatia, the m&d cluster for development and diagnostics) grouped around our permanent monitoring 
and diagnostics system for aggregates, codis (computerized diagnostic system).

our company has received numerous prizes in the field of technical equipment development and innovations, such 
as the kinematics monitoring system on oil extraction pumps in ina (awarded the golden medal at the eureKa’95 
exhibition in bruxelles), the vibration acceleration and speed sensor velacc 100 (awarded the golden medal as the 
original solution at the eureKa ’97 in bruxelles and inpex xiv pittsburgh exhibitions) etc. the most valuable prize is 
the annual prize “Hrvoje požar”, for the year 2000. awarded by the croatian energy society for the codis system 
and achievements in the field of energy production.

the combination of knowledge, experience and creativity enables us to offer many technical solutions, and adjust 
our products to fully meet the requirements of our clients.

 eureKa ‘95 ‡ oil pump monitoring of kinematics 
 eureKa ‘97 ‡ accelerometer auc40 
 inpex xiv ‡ accelerometer and velocity meter 

velacc 100 
 arca 2005 ‡ silver medal codis 2 

 inova 2006 ‡ Gold medal codis - rt 
 inova 2008 ‡ bronze medal vpc 1000
 “HrvoJe poŽar” Gold medal, croatian energetic 

society in year 2000. for on line diagnostic system 
codis
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macHine condition monitorinG
veski is specialised in predictive maintenance and machine condition monitoring. codis (computerized diagnostic 
system) is a condition monitoring system based on national instruments compactrio technology, making the system 
modular and adjustable but at the same time reliable ad highly professional. on the same basis we produce porta-
ble vibration and condition monitoring equipment that can easily be custom-tailored to the needs of our clients. in-
novative approach to machine monitoring makes our company the regional leader in the area of machine expertise.

vibration and strain measurements
Knowledge and experience in the field of dynamics, vibrations and strain measurements is based on a number of 
years of experience in providing solutions to our clients. When it comes to quality assurance, measurements are a 
key component for predictive maintenance and diagnostic fault testing. However the importance of measurements 
is secondary to the need to isolate the problem and offer effective solutions. in the end solutions are the only thing 
that really counts.

researcH & development
the quality of our products is based on innovative approach and implementation of new technologies. on this basis, 
we are able to provide quality information and modern products.
We have established relations with many world leading companies such as cetim, ansaldo, lb acustics, doing 
research in the field of acoustics and vibrations. our know how and our experts are the basis of our company, our 
solutions and our business practices.

consultinG, enGineerinG and system desiGn
consulting services in the field of dynamics, stress and strain calculations, signal analysis and vibrations diagnostics 
are an essential part of our business and our products are based on that knowledge. We offer complete solutions 
to your problems, ranging from the identification of the problem to improvement and implementation activities, and 
finally - we are committed to supporting our decisions.

automation, test & measurements
the veski team has long term experience and knowledge in the field of signal processing as well as deep and com-
prehensive understanding of measurement technologies. this enables us to deliver creative custom tailored test and 
measurement solutions for various industry segments. based on technology by national instruments and labveiW® 
certified developers, the veski team is able to engineer, design and deliver a solution ideally suited for unique cus-
tomer needs and help them improve the quality of their products.

Veski d.o.o., oreškovićeva 8j, 10 000 Zagreb, croatia
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